We present an error diagnosis method for parallel communicating systems with branching temporal specifications. Verification is done by model checking on the finite graph of the executions. We consider errors whose diagnostics are sequences of the graph. We define a minimality erRerium for the diagnostics such that a finite number of minimal diagnostics give all the reasons of the error. Diagnostics are produced in a simplified form according to a given abstraction. We define an equivalence on models which preserves the simplified diagnostics.
Introduction
The complexity and the growing importance of parallel and reactive systems [Pnu86] requires the development of validation tools. Validation consists successively in detecting the errors, localizing, then correcting them. Error detection is done by comparing the executions of the program against a reference obtained from the service specifications. It can be performed either by verification, simulation or test. When an error is detected, it is necessary to find out the reasons for the error in order to correct it. We present a diagnosis method for verification by model checking, a method used by systems Like MP.C [Am89], EMC [CES83], X~.SAR [RRSV87] : a state graph of the behaviour of the program is compared to specifications given by formulas of temporal logic. Our diagnostics explain the non-validity of the specifications in terms of sequences of the model. It has been shown that every specification of a system can be expressed in terms of safety and liveness properties [AL88] . Intuitively, a safety property expresses that something bad can never happen, and a liveness property expresses that something good eventually happens. They concern all executions of the program : if they are not satisfied, there exists an execution where something bad happens or something good does not happen. Such an execution is called an explicative sequence.
The diagnosis method presented here has been implemented in the framework of XESAR, a verification tool for communication protocols. The model for the executions of the program is a finite state graph. Specifications are expressed in the branching temporal logic CTL [CES83] . The semantics of CTL is defined by a satisfaction relation ~ between states of the graph and the formulas. The verification examines if all the states satisfy .f. If it is not the case, an error diagnostics is generated, which is an explanation of an assertion s ~ -,f : it expresses properties of the graph proving s ~ -~], such as explicative sequences.
*LGI IMAG Campus BP53X 38041 Grenoble cedex France; e-maih {rasso}@imag.imag.fr This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we give the model of the program, and the language of formulas. Section 2 is devoted to the generation of explanations. An assertion has generally an infinite number of explanations, but we show that every assertion has a finite number of minimal one giving all the reasons explaining it. In section 3, we are interested in simplification of explanations according to a set of visible actions. We define an equivalence relation between models of a formula f, the ezplanational equivalence, which preserves the simplified explanations of f. In section 4, we present computation of explanations by the diagnostics tool of XESAR, called CLI~O, which implements our diagnosis method.
Model of programs -Language of specifications
,, Model of programs. Let S be a finite set of states, so the initial state, Act a set of identifiers associated by the user to actions of the program, --~C S x Act x S a transition relation labelled with elements of Act, 3~ a set of propositional variables, and a total labelling function H : S --~ 2 ~'. P contains a variable sink which labels the states whithout successors. The model of the program is the execution structure M = (S, -% so, Act, 7 ~, H). We write : sl -% s2 iff (sl, a, s2) 6--' and sl ~ s, with cr = cq... c~,-1 iff 3s2,... s,-1 ] Vi < n-1. si si+,. If w 6 S*, w(i) is the i-th element of w. An execution sequence is a non empty sequence w of states s. t. Vi. w(i + 1) --, w(i). If w is finite, last(w) is its last element, w is maximal if w is infinite or last(w) is a sink state. Ez(s) is the set of execution sequences of state s and Mz(s) the set of maximal ones. S c s the set of the infinite cyclic sequences : S ~ = {wlCw2)" I wl,w2 6 S'}. The program satisfies the formula / iff Vs 6 S, s ~/. Thus, the specifications are not valid if there exists a state s and a formula f in the specifications such that s ~ -~f. The aim of our method is to explain why an assertion s ~ -~f is true. The explanation of this assertion (and also of s ~ some[fill2) requires to exhibit a particular sequence ezplaining this assertion. We study these ezplicative sequences (es) in the next section.
Explicative sequences
If f = pot[fill2 or f = some[fill2, we denote by W(s ~ f) the set of es of s ~ f. We show that there exists a partial order over W(s ~ f), compatible with the natural order induced by the notion of sub-sequences, such that there is a finite munber of minimal elements, and that every es has a lower bound which is a minimal element. Consequently, if the sequence w explains s ~/, there exists a minimal es comparable with w which explains also s ~/. From now on, we suppose always a cyclic sequence to be given in canonical form. Let nc(lo1(lo2) '~ be the number of elementary cycles covered by the finite sequence lollo2 :
nc(wl(w2) ~') = Card({(i,j) I 1 < i < j <_ n and lo3(i) = lo3(j)}), where lo3 = folio2
We want to introduce an order relation <:_~-in on cyclic sequences such that : w <:in lot =;~ nc(lo) _< nc(w~). There is a simple way to define such an order, in terms of the relation <-li :
Indeed 
2.3
Building the explanations
The set of explanations is the least set defined by the set of rules described by the following Example. Consider the specification for the program on figure 1 : "every transmission(tin)
is inevitably followed by a reception(rc)", expressed by the formula f = al(after(tm) inev after(re))). We build an explanation of so ~ -~f = pot(after(tin) A some-after(re)): tm lost:@ PC figure 1.
so ~ ".] (P~) --f : (so ~ T ---, Sl ~ after(era) A some-~after(rc)) sl ~ after(era) ^ some-~after(rc) (c) (Sl ~ after(cm)e~sl ~ some-~after(re))

sl ~ some-~after(rc) (s) some-~after(re) : (sl ~ -ayter(rc) --, sz ~ -~after(rc) A sink) sz ~ -~after(rc) ^ sink fc) (s2 ~ -~after(re)&sz ~ sink)
For convinience, we represent in the sequel the assertions like s ~ T appearing in the explanations only by s (in the same way as we forget these assertions appearing in terms like s ~ T&z). More, it is often desirable that action names also appear in explanations so as to establish a more direct correspondence with the program, as action names appear in the program, but not the states. Using these conventions, the explanation obtained in the preceding example is the following (rule (X)):
pot(after(tin) A some-.after(re)) : (so L_~ (81 ~ after(em)&some-after(rc) : (sl ~ ~after(~c)~' (s2 ~ -~afte~(rc)e~s~ ~ si.k))))
9 Properties of the system of rules.
Termination : any complete explanation of an assertion s ~ f is finite. 
s ~ sorne[fx]fz).
This system of rules has the same properties as the general one, in particular, it is complete : every assertion has a minimal explanation.
Simplification of the explanations
As the programs into considerations and therefore the explanations may be large, it is important to be able to compress the explanations. We provide the user with the possibility to define an observation criterion by defining a sub-set V of visible actions of Act, which are the only to appear in the explanations, and we associate the label ~ with the transitions without visible action. In the es of s ~ f, there can be states sl, s2, which cannot be distinguished with respect to f and V in the foUowing sense : they satisfy the same sub-formulas of f, and s2 is reached from sl by a h-path. A transition between two such states is a silent transition. In simplified execution sequences every maximal sequence of states related by silent transitions is replaced by exactly one of these states. The simplified es do not contain silent transitions. There are two possible methods to obtain simplified explanations. The first method is the one described above consisting of computing first an explanation and then simplifying it. A second method consists of first simplifying the model, and then computing the explanations in this simplified model. This is possible if we find a reduction method allowing to find the same simplified explanations than by using the first method. In this section, we define an observation criterion for a model, the simplified explanations, and then an ezplanational equivalence on models which preserves the simplified explanations. 
Simplifying an explanation means generating a more compact form of it without losing any useful information. We define more formally the notion of simplified explanations defined above. The transformations concern the sequences of explanations, sub-terms of the explanation to simplify, where the corresponding es contains a r-path. There are three transformations depending on the form of the sequences : where zi 9 X(si ~ gl)i<, and z. 9 X(sn ~ g2) where z~ 9 X(sl ~ g2)
(1) It is not necessary to explain the satisfaction of g for each of the sl on a r-path. The sequence zl ... z,-1 will be reduced to only one of these explanations, say the first one. 
Explanational equivalence
We define an equivalence between models which satisfies the following conditions :
1) it preserves the useful properties for the simplified explanations of f : the satisfaction of the formulas appearing in an explanation of f, the sequences of visible actions on the es, and the properties of divergence.
2) it is done as weak as possible in order to allow efficient simplifications. 
4
Automatic generation of explanation
We present hereafter an example of an explanation generation by CLIO, which implements the method described in section 2. This tool is integrated in a verification tool in order to help the user in case of non validity of the specifications. An explanation of an assertion is built step by step, each step being the application of a rewrite rule (w After one step, the user selects an assertion in the partial explanation obtained, and get an explanation of this assertion. We consider in this example a program describing a token ring protocol.
9 Short description of the Chang-Roberts algorithm [CR79] .
The goal of this protocol is to realize a resource sharing with mutual exclusion between a set of stations Si(i=l...n) connected trough a virtual ring. A token moves along the ring. If Si wants to have acces to the resource, it waits for the token and transmits it to the next station after it has released the resource, The transmission lines are not reliable, thus the token may be lost. In this case, the stations elect one of the station who produces a new toketl. The only visible action at the higher level are the acces (openi) and the release (elosei) of the resource from the station Si. The mutual exclusion property is expressed by the formulas : [-~after(closel) ]a/ter(open2). The acces sequence followed by the es forms an execution sequence where one can observe the sequence of actions : open1 open2 whithout seeing the action close1. Then, the mutual exclusion is not satisfied. C/ESAR allows to get the meaning of the silent transitions (the internal actions of the network) in terms of the source program. With the help of the explanation and of these actions, we could understand the cause of the error in the election process : it was possible to generate two tokens in the ring, and correct it.
Conclusion
We propose an error diagnosis method for specifications expressed in a branching time logic. The results are given for a particular logic, but our approach can be generalized to other specification formalisms.
In the set of the explanations, we have pointed out a finite subset of minimal explanations, sufficient to show all the reasons of non-satisfaction of f. The cost of computing an explanation of s ~ / is the cost of a derivation of this assertion in the rewrite system. The generation of a minimal explicative sequence is the search of a shortest path in the graph of the program, and possibly for strongly connected components.
The explanations can be given in a simplified form depending on of visible actions defined
